Chancellor’s Global Education Honor Roll

Chancellor’s Global Education Fund Honor Roll

Thank you to the 291 alumni, parents, grandparents, students, friends, corporations and foundations that supported the Chancellor’s Global Education Fund during the 2018 fiscal year (July 1, 2017 to June 30, 2018) by making cash gifts totaling $358,135.62. These important gifts advance Carolina’s global strategies and opportunities, fueling our students’ lives, our faculty’s research and our innovative spirit. GLC denotes a member of the Chancellor’s Global Leadership Council.

**CORNERSTONE SOCIETY** ($25,000 or more)
M. Christine Vick and Radford Koerner, Alexandria, VA GLC

**CHANCELLOR’S CIRCLE** ($10,000 to $24,999)
Betsy Blackwell and John Watson, Chapel Hill, NC GLC
Mike Dilorio, London, England GLC
Dana DiPrima, New York, NY GLC
Susan E. Gravelly and William G. Ross Jr., Chapel Hill, NC GLC
Rolf and Ronda Hoffmann, Weggis, Switzerland GLC
Derek O. Jacobson, New York, NY GLC
Donald P. Kanak and Kumi Sato, Hong Kong GLC
Peter H. McMillan, San Francisco, CA GLC
Clare McCamy and Harrison Miller, Mill Valley, CA GLC
John C. Portman III, Atlanta, GA GLC
Paul Schipper and Denise Bruner, Arlington, VA GLC
Jonathan Karl Schmidt, Geneva, Switzerland GLC
J. Robinson West and Eileen Shields West, Washington DC GLC

**CAROLINA SOCIETY** ($5,000 to $9,999)
Martin and Elizabeth Borden, Raleigh, NC
Leonard and Elizabeth Buck, Chapel Hill, NC
David A. Edelman and Yahne Miorini, Vienna, VA GLC
Jonathan and Maria Kaufman, Weston, FL
David McSpadden, San Francisco, CA GLC
Derrick Surratt, Alexandria, VA GLC

**1793 SOCIETY** ($2,000 to $4,999)
Timothy Brian Hefner, DPO Armed Forces
Peter and Mei Holthausen, Cary, NC
J. Weston Lockhart, London, England GLC
Alexander Huntley Mackintosh, Sr., Hong Kong
Enma W. and Serge Manoncourt, Paris, France GLC
Preston Mitchell, Arlington, VA
Leon and Sandra Niegelsky, Chapel Hill, NC
Rodney and Francine Overcash, Minneapolis, MN
Nathan Tibbits, Washington, DC
William Tyne Jr., London, England
Bradford and Christina Williams, Raleigh, NC

**AMBASSADORS LEAGUE** ($1,000 to $1,999)
Anonymous
Diane Caton, Charlottesville, VA
Eileen K. Doherty, Durham, NC
Ruth Doyle, Warrensburg, MO
Henry and Mary Froelich, Charlotte, NC
Thomas Kenan, Chapel Hill, NC
Daniel A. Lebold and Simona Farcaș, Chapel Hill, NC
Robin Hager, Winston Salem, NC
Kavita Hall, Cary, NC
Maryann Hutchison and John Ginn, Los Altos, CA
Mary Klaff, Sterling, VA
C. Marshall Mills, Washington, DC
John and Ginette Mitchener, Edenton, NC
Kevin and Elizabeth Murphy, Charlotte, NC
Anne and George Platt, Fort Lauderdale, FL
Daniel Rupp, Hong Kong GLC
Frances Seymour, Washington, DC
Craig Silliman and Katherine Ransom-Silliman, Madison, NJ
Ross Vaughan and Bettie McKaig, Raleigh, NC

**DIPLOMATS CIRCLE** ($500 to $999)
Anonymous
Charles and Kristen Abbey, Edgewater, MD
James and Julia Alexandre, Haverford, PA
Darcy Baird, Livermore, CA
Paul T. Cantey, Geneva, Switzerland
Virginia and Mark Caudill, Winston-Salem, NC
Mary Parrish Coley, Charlotte, NC
Michael Crosswell, Arlington, VA
Ralph W. and Emilie A. Cummings, Pittsboro, NC
Paula Dickerson and Douglas Meehan, Cary, NC
Jonathan and Veronica Flaspoehler, Durham, NC
Sarah and Brian Gamberini, Alexandria, VA
Peter Gordon and Janet Chambers, Chapel Hill, NC
Patrick Hayden and Christi Hart, Charlotte, NC
John C. Hoyle, Washington, DC
David and Sarah Hubby, Chapel Hill, NC
Jason Paul Locye, DPO, Armed Forces
Richard and Linda Lupton, Westerville, OH
John Madsen, Lexington, NC
Kyle McCabe, Brooklyn, NY
David and Hannah Moore, Alexandria, VA
John William Ogle, Longmont, CO
Anne Patton, Chapel Hill, NC
James and Florence Peacock, Chapel Hill, NC
Marshall Pizzo, Charlotte, NC
Patrick Purvis, Seattle, WA
John and Kelley Russell, Raleigh, NC
Colby Schwartz and Caroline Wainright, Atlanta, GA
Susin Seow, Chapel Hill, NC
Jennifer Sherman, Hagerstown, MD
Neil Shrimanker, San Francisco, CA
Justin and Erin Sosne, Washington, DC
Ron Strauss and Susan Slatkoff, Chapel Hill, NC
John Triplett and Diane Hibino, Bethesda MD
Brian C. Watts, Cary, NC

GIFTS $250-$499
Anonymous
Perry and Karen Abbs, Grand Rapids, MI
Jefferson and Kathleen Adams, Spring, TX
Jon W. Anderson, Washington, DC
John W. Becton, Chapel Hill, NC
Frank and Mary Brown, Charlotte, NC
Virginia L. Cardenas, Raleigh, NC
Marjorie Crowell, Chapel Hill, NC
Patrick Dutch, Charlotte, NC
Jane and Burt Etherington, Pittsburgh, PA
Gunnar and Mildred Fromen, Shallotte, NC
Catherine D. George, Raleigh, NC
Bobby Ray Gordon, Waipahu, HI
Robert Haulbrook Jr., Tamuning, Guam
Lawrence and Colleen Hayes, Huntersville, NC
Yong Min Ho, Singapore
Kristina Hoops, Charlotte, NC
Robert and Cynthia Lineback, Charlotte, NC
Katherine G. Littlefield, Richmond, Australia
Hanson and Betsy Malpass, Chapel Hill, NC
Luiz A. Pimenta, Chapel Hill, NC
John and Ann Pyne, New York, NY
Lawson and Gisele Rankin, Cary, NC
Kathleen and John Roberts, Owings, MD
David and Cornelia Royle, Washington, DC
Meagan Scott, Atlanta, GA
Jeffrey Shulman, Purchase, NY
James and Susan Thompson, Reidsville, NC
Dan Thornton, Carrboro, NC
Francisco and Maria Valedon, Gastonia, NC

GIFTS $100-$249
Rose E. Ackermann, Greensboro, NC
David C. Atwood, Paris, France
Laura Baker, Corpus Christi, TX
Beth Barnes and John Crocito, Orlando, FL
Kerry D. Bird and Ken Gahagan, Raleigh, NC
Ronald Bone, Galena, OH
Mary Braunsdorf, Mount Kisco, NY
Lisa Brennan, Winston–Salem, NC
Patrice Burnett-Forbes and Neville Forbes, Gastonia, NC
Charles and Paula Carreras, Ringwood, NJ
Minshan Chen and Lixia Lu, Guangzhou, China
Peter Chipman, Houston, TX
Pamela and Joseph Clark, Charlotte, NC
Tracey Clayton, Inman, SC
Jeffrey Coleman, Huntington Beach, CA
Abel and Fe Coronel, Prospect, KY
Mary and Thomas Dowd, East Bend, NC
Gregory F. Duffy, Cary, NC
H. Shelton and Jo Anne Earp, Chapel Hill, NC
Jane Etherington, Pittsburgh, PA
Elizabeth Evans, Leander, TX
Mary C. Flaherty, Hoboken, NJ
Neville Forbes, Gastonia, NC
Charles and Synthia Goskey, Chapel Hill, NC
Daniel Gauss, Washington, D.C.
Rex and Peggy Henderson, Asheville, NC
Lowell Hoffman, Chapel Hill, NC
Trisha Houser, Durham, NC
Yuh-Chin Huang and Yui-Lin Tang, Chapel Hill, NC
J. Baxter Hunt and Deborah Derrick, DPO, Armed Forces
Robert and Nancy Hunter, Marion, NC
Katy Ingle, Winston Salem, NC
Stephen Jenks, Carrboro, NC
Marissa Jones, Chicago, IL
Robert Alan Kasper, Glenwood Springs, CO
Brian and Moyra Kileff, Chapel Hill, NC
Joseph King III and Joanne Lagmay, Gainesville, FL
Dean and Glennie Klug, Memphis, TN
Andrew and Amy Kincheloe, Atlanta, GA
Thomas Koester and Rose Cichy, Alexandria, VA
Helen Kohler, Allentown, PA
Peter and Susan Landstrom, Pittsboro, NC
Caroline and Chris Martens, Chapel Hill, NC
Chauna Martinez, Rockville, MD
Erica and Michael Masten, Philadelphia, PA
Timothy and Pradhana Mastro, Chapel Hill, NC
Melissa A. McMurray, Durham, NC
Marsha J. Nelson, Henderson, NC
Mary Nguyen, Omaha, NE
Margaret O’Connor, Pomona, CA
Ryan and Hannah Ong, Beltzville, MD
Jane Orahood, Atlanta, GA
Chuck Perov, Seattle, WA
Emily R. Pierce, New York, NY
Thomas J. Porter, Wilmington, NC
David and Jo Alice Randall, Hollywood, FL
Thomas and Gail Robinson, Spartanburg, SC
Christy Samford, Chapel Hill, NC
Aziz and Gwendolyn Sancar, Chapel Hill, NC
George and Sheryl Santiago, Fairfield, CT
Gregory J. Schmidt, Frankfurt, Germany
Brenda Schoonover, Chapel Hill, NC
Carl and Eve Shy, Efland, NC
Peter W. Stephens, London, United Kingdom
Beth Stockel, Springfield, VA
JAY M. TANNON, VIENNA, VA GLC
John and Laurie Thomas, Huntington, NY
Joshua Charles Thomson, Vineyard Haven, MA
Mary Louise Weiss and Raimundo Langlois, Mount Kisco, NY
Clarence Whitefield, Chapel Hill, NC
Branden and Julie Williams, Pinehurst, NC
Hiu Ling Wong, Jersey City, NJ
John and Elizabeth Wooten, Greenville, NC
Randah Whitley, Chapel Hill, NC
Laura Yost, Washington, DC

GIFTS UNDER $100
Anonymous
Lynda Adamson, Arlington, VA
David Anderson, Shaker Heights, OH
Richard M. Ballew, Tularosa, NM
Denise Bates, Chapel Hill, NC
Ann and Steven Bell, Charleston, SC
Leslie C. Benning, New York, NY
Bruce and Dedee Bowers, Dedham, MA
Rodney Brooks, Raleigh, NC
Margaret M. Bruce, Mooresville, NC
Imani Burwell, Kittrell, NC
Ram and Swati Chakraborty, Kew Gardens, NY
Nicha Champaechakul, Bangkok, Thailand
Lynn and Robert Coleman, Charlotte, NC
Michael and Patricia Dale, Boone, NC
Thomas George Deveny, Westminster, MD
Doug and Debbie Dibbert, Chapel Hill, NC
Mary Carroll Dodd, Black Mountain, NC
Lewis Doggett Jr., Fredericksburg, VA
Michael Farmer, Washington, DC
Juan Forgay and Manlin Chee, Greensboro, NC
Susan Frarie, Coventry, CT
Andrea Garner, Leland, NC
William S. Gerichten, Jacksonville, NC
Shelia I. Gilliard, Jacksonville, NC
Marion Goldwasser, Hillsville, VA
Emily A. Greer, Boulder, CO
Freida Griffith, Pembroke Pines, FL
Tracy Hall, DPO, AE
Cooper Hardy, Meriden, NH
Michael Harris, Aberdeen, NC
Jeffrey Hiday, Vienna, VA
Margaret L. Hilton, Bethesda, MD
William and Melinda Itoh, Albuquerque, NM
Mary Grey E. Jacobson, Durham, NC
DeWitt and Debra King, Charlotte, NC
Nancy Korman, Wilmington, NC
Laura Lamkin, Raleigh, NC
James A. Leak IV, West Henrietta, NY
Benjamin A. Leder, Charlotte, NC
Franziskus Lepionka and Jennifer Lacroix, Cambridge, MA
Stanley Levy, Chapel Hill, NC
Alvin Lloyd and Alisa Roberts, Newport News, VA
Reginald Lyons, Washington, DC
W. Lee MacIwinnen Jr., Irmo, SC
Jennifer E. Manning, Columbia, MD
Rebecca and C. Vernon Marlin, Lake Waccamaw, NC
Mary Mason-Redfern, London, England
James Meditz, Arlington, VA
John N. Mees, Sayville, NY
Olivia Miller, Durham, NC
Lofton Moore, Kew Gardens, NY
John and Linda Morris, Raleigh, NC
Lori Livingston, Steamboat Springs, CO
R.E. Morrissett, Chapel Hill, NC
Margaret Myers, Chapel Hill, NC
Adaora Oraefo, Suwanee, GA
Mary Owens, London, England
Sandra Painter and Anthony Edwards, Chapel Hill, NC
Thomas Pierce, Asheville, NC
Jerome Poliacoff, Coral Gables, FL
Nora Raynor, Charlotte, NC
Chanler Sawyer, Southern Pines, NC
Barbara Schick, Charlotte, NC
John Schmale, Seattle, WA
James and Susan Sellers, Rockville, MD
Mohamed and Samia Serageldin, Chapel Hill, NC
Robert and Jewell Seymour, Fairview, NC
Dipal Shah, Atlanta, GA
Soonmyung Shon, Chapel Hill, NC
Vincent Simone, Richmond, VA
Preston Smith, Capitol Heights, MD
Adeline Soldin, Carlisle, PA
Alison Spransy, Chapel Hill, NC
Karla Spurlock-Evans, West Hartford, CT
Paul Stadler, Devon, PA
Julia Stroup, Carrboro, NC
Sandy Schoeps Tennes, Chevy Chase, MD
Betsy Varian, Redding, CT
Michael White, Columbus, OH
Rachel Wright, Baltimore, MD
Seema Zeya, Fairfax, VA

CORPORATIONS, FOUNDATIONS & TRUSTS
American Endowment Foundation
Anonymous
Bank of America Matching Gifts
Conoco Philips Matching Gifts
Edelman Foundation, McLean, VA
Ernst & Young Matching Gifts
ExxonMobil Foundation Matching Gifts
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
Hartfield Foundation, Inc
Holleran Real Estate Consulting
Home Depot Political Action Committee
IBM Corporation Matching Gifts
Margaret A. Cargill Foundation Matching Gifts
North Oak, LLC
Peter B. and Adeline W. Ruffin Foundation
Qualcomm Matching Gifts
Schwab Charitable
Sports Initiatives
The UK Online Giving Foundation
TIAA Charitable
Verizon Matching Gifts
Victor E. Bell Jr. & Jane M. Bel Family Foundation
YourCause, LLC, Chevron Matching Gifts
YourCause, LLC Trustee for Wells Fargo Community Support Campaign
Your Cause, LLC for the Vanguard Matching Gift Program
Chancellor’s Global Leadership Council Impact
Honor Roll

In addition to gifts received to the Chancellor’s Global Education Fund, we would like to acknowledge and thank the members of the Chancellor’s Global Leadership Council (GLC) for their additional financial support to the following schools and units across campus.

ACKLAND ART MUSEUM
Betsy Blackwell, Chapel Hill, NC GLC
Maribel Carrion, Chapel Hill, NC GLC

CAROLINA PERFORMING ARTS
Betsy Blackwell, Chapel Hill, NC GLC
Maribel Carrion, Chapel Hill, NC GLC
Clare S. McCamy, Mill Valley, CA GLC

CENTER FOR GLOBAL INITIATIVES
Maribel Carrion, Chapel Hill, NC GLC
Derick S. Close, Charlotte, NC GLC
Dana B. DiPrima, New York, NY GLC

CHANCELLOR’S UNRESTRICTED FUND
Daniel W. Rupp, Hong Kong GLC

COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES
Betsy Blackwell, Chapel Hill, NC GLC
Jan R. Capps, Wrightsville Beach, NC GLC
Stephen A. Capps, Wrightsville Beach, NC GLC
Swadesh B. Chatterjee, Cary, NC GLC
Robert L. Edwards, Charlotte, NC GLC
Nicola C. Gafinowitz, Chapel Hill, NC GLC
Michael-Bryant Hicks, Saint Louis, MO GLC
Anuj Mittal, Cary, NC GLC
Paul G. Parker, New York, NY GLC
Raj Rajkumar, Singapore, Singapore GLC
Daniel W. Rupp, Hong Kong GLC

DEPARTMENT OF ATHLETICS
Robert E. Schepepegrell, Greensboro, NC GLC

ESHELMAN SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
Anthony J. Hickey, Chapel Hill, NC GLC
Clare S. McCamy, Mill Valley, CA GLC
Dhiren R. Thakker, Raleigh, NC GLC

GILLINGS SCHOOL OF GLOBAL PUBLIC HEALTH
Susan E. Gravely, Chapel Hill, NC GLC
Erma W. Manoncourt, Paris, France GLC
Susanne G. Moulton, Durham, NC GLC
Adam S. Parker, New York, NY GLC
William G. Ross, Chapel Hill, NC GLC
Chen-Yu Yen, Phoenix, MD GLC

KENAN-FLAGLER BUSINESS SCHOOL
Robert L. Edwards, Charlotte, NC GLC
Rolf K. Hoffmann, Weggis, Switzerland GLC
Paul G. Parker, New York, NY GLC
Robert E. Schepepegrell, Greensboro, NC GLC

LINEBERGER COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CENTER
Jan R. Capps, Wrightsville Beach, NC GLC
Stephen A. Capps, Wrightsville Beach, NC GLC
Robert L. Edwards, Charlotte, NC GLC
Nicola C. Gafinowitz, Chapel Hill, NC GLC
Susan E. Gravely, Chapel Hill, NC GLC

MEDICAL FOUNDATION
Betsy Blackwell, Chapel Hill, NC GLC
Nicola C. Gafinowitz, Chapel Hill, NC GLC

MOREHEAD PLANETARIUM AND SCIENCE CENTER
Susan E. Gravely, Chapel Hill, NC GLC
William G. Ross, Chapel Hill, NC GLC

MOREHEAD-CAIN FOUNDATION
Anonymous GLC
Betsy Blackwell, Chapel Hill, NC GLC
Nicholas S. Johnston, New York, NY GLC
Donald P. Kanak, Hong Kong GLC
Scott S. Werry, Toronto, Canada GLC

NC BOTANICAL GARDEN
Betsy Blackwell, Chapel Hill, NC GLC
Nicola C. Gafinowitz, Chapel Hill, NC GLC
Susan E. Gravely, Chapel Hill, NC GLC
William G. Ross, Chapel Hill, NC GLC

PROVOST
Nicola C. Gafinowitz, Chapel Hill, NC GLC

SCHOLARSHIPS & STUDENT AID
Anonymous GLC

SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY
Mark E. Hyman, Greensboro, NC GLC
Karen R. Rossitch, Charlotte, NC GLC

SCHOOL OF MEDIA AND JOURNALISM
Betsy Blackwell, Chapel Hill, NC GLC
Rolf K. Hoffmann, Weggis, Switzerland GLC
J. R. West, Washington DC GLC

SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK
David A. Edelman, McLean, VA GLC

STUDENT AFFAIRS
Betsy Blackwell, Chapel Hill, NC GLC

WUNC-FM
Jan R. Capps, Wrightsville Beach, NC GLC
Stephen A. Capps, Wrightsville Beach, NC GLC